
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– August 18, 2023
Greetings from Tyler,

I guess you saw the procession in Atlanta, with the fake eyelashes and the wig
that thinks she’ll be a superhero once she wins notoriety as “the one who took
down Donald Trump.”  They just hate him.  If you listen to a recent speech, you
know why.  If he ever gets back into power, it’s going to be glorious.  No More
Mr. Nice Guy.  He thought he could play nice in the beginning.  He was content to
be polite and let sleeping dogs lie.  That’s before they stabbed him in the back,
coming from all directions.  He had bad advice, and didn’t know how corrupt
everything was.  Now he does, that’s why the media and the deep state can never
allow him anywhere near power.  

Popular stories are now circulating insisting that the Constitution prevents Trump
from ever holding public office again.  We’ll see.  Maybe you didn’t see the dog
and pony show in Atlanta.  The procession, led by  Fani Willis, made me nearly
apoplectic.  She thinks she’ll be the national hero who brings down Trump?  In
her dreams.  They think they’ve got Trump where they want him.  They better
hide their eyes.

The news from Maui is heartbreaking.  We don’t know who or what to believe. 
Was the water shut off?  Did underground pipes melt, meaning no more water
pressure?  Some of these idiots are using woke talking points in times of tragedy. 
Save the planet?  Never mind the hundreds who can’t be accounted for, there are
considerations of equity and inclusion.  (Sorry)  There better not be any woke
excuses for what’s happened in Maui.  Talk about turning paradise into Hades!  

The worse the news gets for the pretender (Big Guy) the more indictments for you
know who.  They’re busy prosecuting and convicting Trump on all  the woke
network TV channels, and giving short shrift to the news that we apparently have
a president who’s sold U. S. policy to our enemies.  Glenn Beck said we’d been
sold for 33 cents a head.  Maybe that was in jest.  It was probably more.

The prosecutor who had a sweetheart deal struck down by a judge has been
named  Special  Counsel  in  the  Hunter  Biden  probe.  That  inspires  a  lot  of
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confidence! (Not)   Maybe they can make it  all  go away.   Many crimes have
already gone away, thanks to the statute of limitations. They just couldn’t get to
them in time.  They’ve got all the time in the world to go after Donald Trump, but
Hunter?  It was all on the up and up after all.  They never lied about anything,
despite all the evidence to the contrary.

You know the news on the dollar.  Our enemies are trying to make transactions
that avoid the U.S. dollar, and you know what that means.  We’ve got more crises
than we can keep up with, and the deep state doesn’t want any interference.  

We’re having all kinds of speech outlawed, on account of hurt feelings.  This is
America, where we can say anything we want, NO MATTER WHAT.  You can’t yell
“FIRE” in a crowded theater of course, but there’s no shortage of suggestions
about what Americans should be allowed to say.  It’s a good thing the speech
police aren’t at my house.  We’re in danger of having the whole nation devolve
into anarchy.  It’s not clear that’s not what they want!  

We are blessed beyond comprehension.  Unless we realize where those blessings
came from, and why, we stand a chance of losing everything.  God save America. 

Mark
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